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In a prior article in this edition – entitled Addressing the Crisis in Employment and Consumer Demand – it was argued that environmental sustainability with sustainable economic recovery requires sustainable earning capacity for working and middle-class people. In general, earning capacity can be enhanced by some combination of two contributions; (1) wages earned through employment and (2) money earned through the ownership of productive capital. The latter includes ordinary investment from wage savings that people might make through the purchasing of stocks, bonds, and property; changing ownership structures of businesses (see Marjorie Kelly’s approach of generative ownership), employee stock ownership plans (ESOPs), and extending effective market opportunities to poor and middle-class people so that they can acquire capital with the earnings of capital based on principles of binary economics. This article focuses on the binary economic approach and explains how this approach can enhance not only their capital earning capacity but also their demand for employment and the prospects for achieving environmental sustainability.

The binary economic approach envisions an implementation of an ownership-broadening system of corporate finance that would require no taxes, redistribution, or government command. Corporations would be free to continue to meet their capital requirements as before, but they would have an additional, potentially more profitable, market means to do so. This additional means could be voluntarily employed to:

1. enhance the earning capacity of the participating companies, their shareholders, their employees and their customers;
2. promote more sustainable, environmentally-friendly, and more broadly-shared growth and prosperity;
3. reduce poverty, welfare dependence and the need for government expenditures, taxes, and other transfer payments; and
4. enhance the value of equity investments and reduce the risk of borrowing,
5. enhance the credit worthiness of national governments, and their ability to raise revenue.

The ownership-broadening approach to corporate finance begins with several widely-shared propositions:

1. Corporations seek to employ labor and capital according to their relative contribution to production.
2. Profit-maximization aims to produce more with more productive capital and less labor so that production generally becomes increasingly more capital intensive.
3. Profitable business planning requires investing in capital that competitively “pays for itself” (i.e., earns a competitive return for the financial investment needed to acquire it).
4. A major purpose of corporate finance is to enable corporations to acquire capital before they have earned the money to pay for it.
5. By way of corporate finance, major corporations and their shareholders grow richer by acquiring capital roughly in proportion to their existing wealth.
6. The capital earning capacity benefits created by this process of capital acquisition with the earnings of capital are highly concentrated.
7. Corporate finance planning is forward-looking; it contemplates three periods: (1) investment today; (2) production tomorrow; (3) sales to meet expected demand the day after tomorrow.
8. Demand for capital goods (and the labor to create and employ it) depends on expected consumer demand in a future period.

The ownership-broadening approach to corporate finance continues with several propositions that are not as widely-recognized, and that may prove controversial because they seemingly defy widely-shared preconceptions regarding production, distribution, and growth.

Although most people believe that the primary role of capital in contributing to per-capita economic growth is to
The broadening distribution of capital acquisition and income will increase steadily and thereby provide the basis for binary growth.

increase labor productivity, there is another (binary) way to understand the primary role of capital: to do an increasing portion of the total work done. According to the widely shared perception, per-capita growth might be understood by the example of a person sawing ten boards per hour with a handsaw and one hundred boards per hour with a machine saw. Thus, human productivity has increased tenfold. Most people do not usually think of saws, themselves, as doing work, but rather as merely enabling people to do a particular kind of work (such as sawing) or as enabling people to do such work more productively and to do more work per unit of time. But consider the example of a person who in one hour can haul (1) one sack one mile by carrying it, (2) ten sacks one mile with the help of a horse, and (3) one thousand sacks thirty miles with the help of a truck. From a binary perspective, the horse and truck are doing more than enabling the person to do more work; they are doing more of the total work; and the same can be said for saws and any capital employed in production. Thus, per-capita growth can be understood as capital increasing labor productivity, but it can also be understood as capital doing an ever-increasing portion of the total work done.

Based on the less widely understood, binary economic conception of per-capita growth, three important propositions can be advanced:

1. Both labor and capital do work.  
2. Although advancing technology may be understood as making labor more productive, it may also be understood as making capital more productive than labor in task after task (which helps to explain why profitable corporations continually employ capital to replace and vastly supplement the work of labor).  
3. The prospect of a broader distribution of capital acquisition with the earnings of capital carries with it the prospect of more broadly distributed earning capacity in future years, which in turn will provide the market incentives to profitably employ more labor and capital in earlier years. In other words, the more broadly capital is acquired with the earnings of capital, the more an economy will grow.

This principle of “binary growth” identifies a distinct cause of economic growth uniquely premised on the distribution of capital acquisition with the earnings of capital. The closest mainstream correlative is the Keynesian analysis that holds that a broader distribution and/or redistribution of income may promote growth. However, binary analysis differs from Keynesian analysis in a number of respects, two of which are identified in this article: (1) the enhanced growth predicted by Keynesian analysis materializes in the short and (at most) intermediate run. In contrast, binary growth materializes in the short, intermediate, and long run; and (2) the binary growth principle (based on the broader distribution of capital acquisition with the earnings of capital) requires no government redistribution, taxation, borrowing, command, or other market intervention. It materializes as a direct result of corporations voluntarily deciding to operate in a potentially more profitable manner by ethically including their employees, customers, and neighbors in the process by which they acquire capital with the earnings of capital.

The mainstream strategy for promoting economic recovery is a composite mainstream left- and right-wing mix of government policies to promote (1) capital acquisition with the earnings of capital primarily for corporations and well-capitalized persons (generally in proportion to their existing wealth), and (2) primarily jobs (but by no means the best or highest paying jobs) and various forms of welfare redistribution for poor and middle-class people. If the binary analysis has validity, then in a market economy in which production is becoming ever more capital intensive, sufficient earning capacity to purchase all that can be produced cannot be distributed by jobs and welfare alone. The missing element in these strategies is to broaden distribution of capital acquisition with the earnings of capital.

Because present demand for the employment of capital and labor is dependent on expected demand for consumer goods in a future period, a voluntary pattern of steadily broadening capital acquisition promises more production-based consumer demand in future years and therefore more demand for a fuller employment of labor and capital in earlier years. Thus, if the techniques of corporate finance were opened competitively to all people, then the present demand for capital investment and employment would increase in anticipation of the broadening distribution of capital income to poor and middle class people with unsatisfied consumer needs and wants. Accordingly, a broader distribution of capital acquisition and income strengthens the promise of capital to pay for itself with its future earnings, makes profitable the employment of more capital and labor, and enhances the prospects of sustainable economic recovery and enhanced growth. It will also therefore increase the market value of well-run corporations and the wealth of their shareholders within the growing economy.

To understand how ownership-broadening corporate finance might voluntarily function, consider the largest three thousand or so credit-worthy corporations in the US, which own more than 90% of the nation’s investable capital. At diminishing unit costs, most of these corporations could profitably produce much more of the goods that people would purchase if they had the earnings to do so. Presently, almost all capital acquired by these corporations is acquired with the earnings of capital, and much of it is acquired with borrowed money. At the same time, the ownership of this corporate wealth is highly concentrated: Approximately 10% of the people own 90% of the wealth, leaving 90% owning little or none. Thus, capital returns its value at a rate reflective of its long-term (suppressed) earning capacity as it pays for its acquisition cost primarily for a small minority of the population.
The primary duty of corporate fiduciaries is not to maximize share price at every moment in time (sometimes referred to as “short-termism”), but to develop relatively long-term business plans to maximize corporate wealth and thereby to enhance shareholder wealth. In good economic times, and even in periods of sluggish growth or recessions, many, if not most, major corporations have capital acquisition plans which they might finance with retained earnings, borrowed money, or sale of shares. Given synergistic potential between a corporation and would-be shareholders, it might be in the corporation’s interest to forego the use of retained earnings and borrowed funds, and instead raise the necessary funds for capital acquisition by selling shares to the wealthy, for example, to Warren Buffet or Bill Gates. To purchase such shares, if Warren and Bill prefer not to liquidate existing holdings, they might borrow the money to purchase the shares. The share-selling corporation would not care if the source of cash is borrowed money rather than the purchaser’s own assets. The lender would normally insist that the shares be pledged as security until the loan is repaid and would normally insist on additional security from the borrower, usually in the form of the borrower’s assets. But the additional security need not be assets of the wealthy borrower, but rather could be supplied in the form of capital credit insurance11 with insurance premiums paid either by the borrower or by the lender with the cost passed to the borrower via a higher interest rate. The binary approach provides a way in which working and middle class people can also obtain such insurance.

Thus, to acquire capital with the earnings of capital, well-capitalized corporations and people use:
1. the earnings of capital;
2. collateral;
3. non-recourse corporate credit; and
4. market and insurance mechanisms to diversify and reduce risk.

Just as investment trustees might act for Warren and/or Bill, so can they also act for poor and middle class people, enabling them to bring to the bargaining table corporate wealth-enhancing opportunities that well-capitalized people generally cannot offer (namely, a pent-up appetite to purchase the necessities and simple luxuries of life that richer people have long enjoyed from capital income). After the acquisition debt obligations are repaid with the dividends on the binary stock, the distributed earnings of capital acquired by the poor and middle class people will create more production-based consumer demand than if that capital had been acquired by richer people. More of the capital earnings, if acquired by richer people, would be invested in opportunities, but the investment opportunities would be smaller.

Figure 1 illustrates aggregate the growth-sustaining feature of an ownership-broadening economy.

Based on the assumptions specified below, Figure 1 shows the number of years of annual ownership-broadening acquisitions that will have paid for themselves over time. Figure 1 assumes:
1. a seven-year cost recovery period for capital investment;
2. in every year after the implementation of the binary economy, some number, N, of an economy’s credit-worthy companies have profitably utilized binary financing to acquire some percentage, X, of their capital investments;
3. the capital credit insurance is profitably priced to repay the lending banks for those financings that fail to repay their acquisition loans so that X is net of those failures; and
4. N, X, and the rate of return on capital remain constant throughout the period.

The broadening distribution of capital acquisition and income will increase steadily and thereby provide the basis for binary growth. Each year after the initial cost recovery period, an additional year of binary capital will have paid for itself and will be distributing capital income to poor and middle class people. Consistent with the conservative assumption of a seven-year capital cost recovery period, Figure 1 shows the steady growth in annual capital acquisitions. In the long run, the linkage between supply (in the form of the incremental productiveness of capital) and demand (resulting from the widespread market distribution of capital income to consumers) approaches 100%. The more binary financing that is undertaken, the greater are the distributional growth effects. If the rate of return on capital investment increases then the curve shown in Figure 1 would rise more steeply and approach the specified percentages sooner in time.

Maintaining Market Share in a Growing Economy

To maintain market share in the projected growing economy, based on their capital investment planning horizon, producers will have to increase production and productive capacity before binary income begins to be distributed to its new owners. Because present demand for capital goods is positively affected by anticipated future demand for consumer goods, the broader distribution of capital acquisition and capital income should be reflected in increased employment of labor and capital within producers’ capital investment planning horizon. With a capital cost recovery period of seven years, and a capital investment planning horizon of five years, market incentives for increased capital investment by producers of consumer goods might materialize for some producers in the third year. Furthermore, the producers of capital goods needed by the producers of consumer goods to increase their productive capacity may
experience market incentives for increased capital spending and labor employment as early as the first year.

Some additional effects of broader capital acquisition, which may be immediately reflected in the prospects a binary economy, are:

1. Reduction in welfare dependence and welfare expense.
2. Reduction in tax rates.
3. Tax benefits for participating corporations.
4. Enhanced corporate profitability, wealth, and share-value, with enhanced private and government sponsored retirement security.
5. Enhanced sovereign credit ratings.
6. Greener growth.

Thus, with a widely shared understanding of the binary growth that would result from a broader distribution of capital acquisition with the earnings of capital, the trends of all of the factors set forth above used to evaluate the economic projections, growth potential, and the credit-worthiness of individuals, corporations, and nations would be positively affected. With the binary understanding, people and their governments would have a blueprint for the binary market reforms that would improve projections made by proponents of austerity and stimulus. Market participants would have an enhanced confidence and optimism regarding the credit worthiness of sovereign debt and the future of the global economy; the sustained effect of ownership-broadening financing set forth above will make both austerity and stimulus measures more affordable and more easily harmonized politically to the extent deemed desirable; and the market effect of that would result from that understanding would be immediate.

However, even under such conditions, there would remain a first-actor-collective-action problem that would inhibit ownership-broadening binary financing because there is no guarantee that such projected aggregate benefits from ownership-broadening capital acquisition would be enjoyed proportionally by participating corporations whose more broadly distributed shares gave rise to more broadly distributed income. For example, if General Motors were to encapitalize its employees, customers, and neighbors, those beneficiaries would likely spend much of their enhanced earnings at least initially on immediate needs of food, clothing, shelter, etc., and to the extent they use it to purchase automobiles, they might purchase Fords or Toyotas. Moreover, although there is an optimistic logic to the prediction that binary growth would in the aggregate be greener growth because poor and middle-class people will be able to afford greener technologies, nevertheless, just as many poor and middle class people may not spend their enhanced capital income to buy the products of the corporations whose shares earned that income, so too many people may also prefer to spend their enhanced capital income on brown rather than greener products and services.

Nevertheless, there is reason to believe that with cooperative planning among major corporations and government leadership, both of these problems may be effectively addressed. The collective action problem would be somewhat mitigated by the encapitalization of customers in proportion to their patronage of the goods and services produced by the participating corporation. It would also be mitigated by any tax benefits given to participating corporations whose dividends on binary shares yield increased government tax revenues and reduced welfare payments. It would also be mitigated in company towns and city neighborhoods in which the greater wealth of “neighbor” residents of the participating corporations result in benefits to the participating corporations such as lower property or other local tax rates, and improved neighborhoods, schools, and hiring conditions. There would also be a mitigating direct benefit resulting from the good will that might be engendered from the public toward corporations willing to broaden their share ownership by way of the ownership-broadening trusts.

If the binary analysis is accepted and deemed a desirable approach to corporate finance in the aggregate as described above, then the expected benefits are greater as the approach is more broadly understood and implemented in a coordinated fashion. If the principle of binary growth is valid, then it would seem that most market participants would benefit from its widespread implementation.

Up to this point in the analysis, government involvement in the process has not been discussed. In the U.S., the most important government reform would be to follow the approach prevalent in most European nations by eliminating the corporate tax on corporate income paid as dividends (at least to the ownership-broadening trusts in order to enable them to repay the lender and to pay dividends to binary beneficiaries). This tax relief can be wholly justified on grounds of both justice and economics. Because the corporations have no use of the income but must pass it on to the trustees, there is no reason to tax it. Moreover, taxing the income would severely retard the repayment of the acquisition debt and reduce the enhanced (taxable) earning capacity of the beneficiaries which is precisely the economic impetus for the benefits outlined above. Moreover, in all nations, eligibility and anti-discrimination rules for determining beneficiary participation and rules governing the qualification and duties of binary trustees and capital credit insurers would be needed as they are for other special types of fiduciaries and insurance providers.

Beyond such reform, the government could take an active role with respect to the collective action and environmental sustainability issues. For example, the qualified binary financing might be promoted for and restricted to basics economic needs, such as food, clothing, shelter, health care, education, communication, mobility and energy. Second, the government might promote and condition producer eligibility based on environmental standards more stringent than mandatory standards imposed on all producers. Third, dividends might be paid in the form of special script usable only for the goods
and services of qualified producers. Fourth, to facilitate the availability and reduce the cost of private capital credit insurance, the government might establish a national ownership-broadening capital credit reinsurance entity modeled after the FHA home loan reinsurance program. Fifth, to bring down the cost of credit for ownership broadening financing, a nation’s central bank might apply its quantitative easing program to monetize ownership-broadening loans until they are retired.

If widely understood and implemented, the ownership-broadening binary approach to corporate finance offers promise to transform the present economic and environmental crisis into a sustainable future of greater and more broadly shared prosperity, ecological harmony, distributive justice, and reduced strife.
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References
1. As used in this article, “capital” includes land, animals, structures, and machines – anything capable of being owned and employed in production. It does not include “financial capital,” which is a claim on, or ownership interest in, real capital.
4. The approach that came to be known as binary economics was first advanced in the writings of Louis Kelso in a number of books and articles. The most authoritative collection of his works can be found at www.kelsoinstitute.org
5. See note 10, infra.
6. The assertion that capital does work does not negate the fact that both capital and labor are generally needed to complete specific kinds of work, or the fact that labor is needed to invent, build, install, operate, maintain, store, repair, manage, and finance capital. But the labor work involved in inventing, building, creating, installing, operating, maintaining, storing, repairing, managing, and financing capital is not the work of the capital itself.
11. Although perhaps less familiar to readers than other institutions that facilitate corporate finance, capital credit insurance has been available for centuries. Lloyds of London and AIG are well-known examples. And while the AIG debacle is certain evidence that capital credit insurance can be abused and corrupted, few people familiar with the benefits of commerce are suggesting that the institution should be abolished. To the contrary, the Government of the USA has taken steps to preserve and fortify that institution for the benefit of those who routinely participate in capital acquisition with the earnings of capital even as the sleep. Why should that benefit not also be routinely extended to poor and middle class people?
12. Somewhat like many frequent flier programs, customers who have a continuing relationship with corporations like energy utilities, telephone companies, internet and entertainment access companies, airlines, major retailers, and banks can be paid dividends in the form of credits against future purchase.